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Abstract—Maintaining complex software systems is a time-consuming and challenging task. Practitioners must have a general understanding of the system’s decomposition and how the system’s developers have implemented the software features (probably cutting across different modules). Re-engineering practices are imperative to tackle these challenges. Previous research has shown the benefits of using software module clustering (SMC) to aid developers during re-engineering tasks (e.g., revealing the architecture of the systems, identifying how the concerns are spread among the modules of the systems, recommending refactorings, and so on). Nonetheless, although the literature on software module clustering has substantially evolved in the last 20 years, there are just a few tools publicly available. Still, these available tools do not scale to large scenarios, in particular, when optimizing multi-objectives. In this paper we present the Draco Clustering Tool (DCT), a new software module clustering tool. DCT design decisions make multi-objective software clustering feasible, even for software systems comprising up to 1,000 modules. We report an empirical study that compares DCT with other available multi-objective tool (HD-NSGA-II), and both DCT and HD-NSGA-II with mono-objective tools (BUNCH and HD-LNS). We evidence that DCT solves the scalability issue when clustering medium size projects in a multi-objective mode. In a more extreme case, DCT was able to cluster Druid (an analytics data store) 221 times faster than HD-NSGA-II.

Index Terms—Software Module Clustering, Multi-Objective Optimization, Genetic Algorithms

I. INTRODUCTION

With increasing complexity of modern software, there is an increased demand for automated tools to support the maintainability and scalability of those tools (Dahiya et al. [1]). Fundamental contributions to this subject include, for instance, the introduction of the automated Software Module Clustering (SMC) tool by Mitchell and Mancoridis [2]. This appliance began with the purpose to offer techniques to reveal the structure of a software system by grouping its modules into clusters. They based their algorithm on the principle of “low coupling and high cohesion”. The input of the algorithm is a set of modules and dependencies between them. Typically, these modules correspond to files (or classes, in object-oriented programming languages), and the dependencies correspond to function/method calls or variables/fields access. While this kind of modules and dependencies are common, other representations are useful too, such as methods/fields as modules and co-change dependencies [3].

Revealing the software structure by using SMC tools can help to overcome complications related to misleading or insufficient documentation. The problem with documentations is accurately comprehended in Lethbridge et al. [4], this study is consisted of interviews with software engineers, and the general answers about documentation was the following: documentation is frequently out of date, often poorly written, challenging in terms of finding useful content and has a considerable untrustworthy fraction. In this context, it becomes very meaningful the chase for computational mechanisms such as SMC so that the documentation gap could be filled, hence, making it possible to support the six main aspects of software development pointed out by Garlan [5]: understanding, reuse, construction, evolution, analysis, and management.

Besides software structure recovering, SMC techniques can also be used to: (a) recommend or reveal alternative decompositions [3], (b) recommend refactorings in order to conform to some alternative decomposition [6], and (c) detect anomalies in the software design [3], [6].

Past researches have proposed many alternative SMC approaches [7]–[13], however, they failed to provide publicly available tools that use multi-objective genetic algorithms in their designs. One of the primary benefits of multi-objective algorithms is that they output a set of best solutions in contrast with mono-objective where there is only one “best” solution. The problem with pursuing only one solution is that we have to chose between conflicting objectives. For example, it is hard to chose between a solution with better cohesion or other with better coupling; i.e. for a SMC tool to find the best solution among several candidate solutions they have to decide about questions like “which is better: coupling or cohesion?” [14], [15].

In order to overcome this problem, in this paper we present the Draco Clustering Tool (DCT), a public tool that performs automated SMC using multi-objective genetic algorithms.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The re-engineering process in large scale software projects requires appropriate and scalable techniques. With the focus
on software module clustering (SMC) techniques, the work of Anquetil and Lethbridge [16], for instance, compares different strategies for using SMC as a software remodularization recommender. More recently, Maqbool and Babri [17] investigate the use of hierarchical clustering algorithms for architecture recovering.

Given this context, it is noticeable that the majority of SMC approaches use mono-objective algorithms. Praditwong et al. [14] proposed to represent the SMC problem as a multi-objective search problem. They formulated the problem representing separately several different objectives (including cohesion and coupling). The rationale of this proposal is that it is not always possible to capture the relative importance of some desirable properties (for example, it is hard to decide if cohesion is more important than coupling or vice-versa).

Candela et al. [15], investigated which properties developers consider relevant for a high-quality software remodularization. To be able to compare different properties, they had to use a multi-objective genetic algorithm to compute the software module clusters. Accordingly, they presented to the developers several recommendations of remodularization, and investigated which property (e.g. cohesion or coupling) the developers regard most. This kind of study was only possible by using a multi-objective SMC tool.

Other works are also worth mention here, because they provide different SMC implementations. First, M. Barros discusses the effects of using the MQ metric as an extra objective on a multi-objective SMC tools [18]. Second, Monçores et al. present a large study addressing a heuristic based on the mono-objective Large Neighborhood Search algorithm, applied to SMC problems [19]. Both works publish tools that we explored in this paper. Finally, in a recent work, work [6] we leveraged a multi-objective software module clustering tool to produce a set of alternative decompositions of a software. Our needs to use a multi-objective approach to find these alternative decompositions, and the lack of scalable multi-objective SMC tools, motivated us to implement DCT.

### III. Draco Clustering Tool

Draco Clustering Tool (DCT) is a command line interface (CLI) tool, that reads a Module Dependency Graph (MDG) [20] from the standard input and writes a clustered graph represented as a DOT file in the standard output. It was implemented in Go [2] programming language, and is publicly available. A typical invocation of the tool looks like this:

```
$ clustering < software.mdg > software.dot
```

The main use case of the tool is to run experiments involving multi-objective SMC computation. Accordingly, the following principles guided the design of DCT:

- **An easy to use interface.** While a Graphical User Interface potentially could be more intuitive, it makes experiments automation more difficult;

- **Minimal memory usage.** DCT users might want to run the tool in parallel, so its memory consumption must be minimal;

- **Runtime efficiency.** Similarly, the time spent running a experiment must be minimal;

- **Extensible.** To experiment with multiple scenarios, it must be possible to replace portions of the clustering algorithm or to tune its parameters values;

- **Standard formats.** To make comparisons of DCT with other tools easier, DCT must adopt well-known file formats, both for input (MDG) and output (DOT);

In order to address these principles, we chose Go as the implementation language. Go programs are compiled ahead of time to native machine code, therefore compiled programs can execute efficiently. Furthermore, this property makes the use of CLI tools more convenient, since they would not require a virtual machine to run. In addition, we address the extensibility principle using Go interfaces. For instance, we have a Go interface to abstract the random number generator. For more details, see [RACO III. D LUSTERING TOOL](#).

In DCT we used the definition of the SMC problem as a multi-objective optimization problem, using the same set of objects recommended by Praditwong et al. [14]. The input is a MDG represented by a graph \( G = (V, E) \) from a set of modules \( V \) and a set of dependencies \( E \subseteq V \times V \); and the output is a set of solutions. A solution is a partition of a MDG that corresponds to a set of clusters. Although the original design of DCT uses a multi-objective genetic algorithm (GA) [21] to compute optimal partitions, it is also possible to extend DCT to use mono-objective algorithms.

To use a genetic algorithm, it is necessary to precisely define the concept of **individuals** and **fitness functions** for the problem domain. A typical GA executes as follows:

1. It first generates an initial population (i.e., a set of individuals) randomly;

2. It repeatedly produces a new population, by (a) selecting individuals from the previous population using the fitness values and (b) combining them using the genetic operators crossover and mutation;

3. It proceeds until a stop condition is met.

In DCT, each GA component (e.g., the fitness function or the crossover operator) is defined as a Go interface, which enables the replacement for other implementations. The default implementations of these interfaces are specified next.

The default DCT implementation relies on the multi-objective genetic algorithm NSGA-II [22], responsible to implement the selection operator of the GA.

When using multi-objective GAs, each individual has a vector of fitness values [21]. To compare two individuals, we use the concept of **Pareto Dominance**: a vector \( v \) dominates another vector \( u \) if no value \( v_j \) is smaller than the value \( u_j \), and at least one \( v_j \) is greater than \( u_j \) [21] (this applies to optimizations where the goal is to maximize the objective values, if the goal is the opposite, we must invert the comparisons).

As such, we represent the individuals as a mapping from a module to the cluster it belongs to (typically a module
represents a file or class). Technically, an individual is an array where each position corresponds to a module, and each value corresponds to a cluster. Two different modules belong to the same cluster when they refer to the same value. Figure 1-(a) illustrates this representation, showing four modules (m1, m2, m3, m4, f1). All modules belong to the cluster C0, except for m2 that belongs to the cluster C1 (together with module f1).

Differently from previous works [19], [20], [23], DCT saves computer’s main memory since the array is codified as a binary string (i.e., as a sequence of bits), as we can see in Figure 1-(b). The maximum number of clusters is set to \( \sqrt{|V|} \), and each element of the array occupies \( \frac{|V| - 1}{2} \) bits of the binary string—where \( V \) is the set of vertices of the MDG. Previous works represent the individual as an array of “integers” [19], [20], [23], which could place a toll on today processors that take 64 bits. For example, if we have a MDG with 10,000 vertices, one element of the array will occupy 13 bits, while the state of the art would occupy 64 bits.

The genetic operators transform the population through successive generations, maintaining the diversity and adaptation properties from previous generations. In this work, we use the one-point crossover operator, which takes two binary strings (parents) and a random index as input, and produces two new binary strings (offspring) by swapping the parents’ bits after that index. For example, if we have the parent binary strings \( p_1 = 101010 \) and \( p_2 = 001111 \), and an index \( i = 1 \), the offspring will be \( c_1 = 101111 \) and \( c_2 = 001010 \). We also used a mutation operator that can flip any bit of the individual’s binary string at a specified probability. That is, given a mutation probability \( p \) and a binary string \( s = b_1b_2...b_n \), we produce a random number \( 0 \leq r_i < 1 \) for each bit \( b_i \), flipping \( b_i \) in the cases where \( r_i < p \). For example, if we have a binary string \( s = 10011 \), a mutation probability \( p = 0.1 \), and a sequence of random numbers \( r = (0.9, 0.3, 0, 0.6, 0.5) \), the algorithm will produce a mutant binary string \( s' = 10111 \).

In DCT we used the Xorshift algorithm in order to generate random numbers; which is a known fast algorithm [24]. To the best of our knowledge, no other SMC tool uses this algorithm.

As mentioned before, we setup the GA to optimize five objectives [14]:

- maximize Modularization Quality (MQ);
- maximize intra-edge dependencies;
- minimize inter-edge dependencies;
- maximize number of clusters;
- minimize the difference between the maximum and minimum number of source-code entities in a cluster.

MQ was defined by Mitchell and Mancoridis [20] as follows:

\[
MQ = \sum_{i=1}^{k} CF_i
\]

\[
CF_i = \begin{cases} 
\mu_i > 0 & \\
\mu_i = 0. & 
\end{cases}
\]

In this equation, \( k \) is the number of clusters, \( \mu_i \) is the number of edges within the \( i^{th} \) cluster, and \( \varepsilon_{i,j} \) is the number of edges between the \( i^{th} \) and \( j^{th} \) clusters.

With relation to the parameters, we chose their values similarly to Candela et al [15]. As such, given a software module graph \( G = (V, E) \), and \( n = |V| \), we defined the parameters population size (PS), maximum number of generations (MG), crossover probability (CP), and mutation probability (MP) as follows:

\[
PS = \begin{cases} 
2n & \text{if } n \leq 300 \\
n & \text{if } 300 < n \leq 3000 \\
n/2 & \text{if } 3000 < n \leq 10000 \\
n/4 & \text{if } n > 10000 \\
50n & \text{if } n \leq 300 \\
20n & \text{if } 300 < n \leq 3000 \\
5n & \text{if } 3000 < n \leq 10000 \\
n & \text{if } n > 10000 
\end{cases}
\]

\[
MG = \begin{cases} 
0.8 & \text{if } n \leq 100 \\
0.8 + 0.2(n - 100)/899 & \text{if } 100 < n \leq 1000 \\
1 & \text{if } n \geq 1000 
\end{cases}
\]

\[
MP = \frac{16}{100\sqrt{n}}
\]

In summary, DCT is a full-fledged multi-objective SMC tool written in the Go programming language, which (a) uses NSGA-II as default implementation, (b) employs a simple CLI to ease the execution of experiments, and (c) explores two optimization techniques: binary strings to represent individuals and the Xorshift random number generator algorithm.

IV. STUDY SETTINGS

This empirical assessment aims to evaluate the performance of DCT for clustering software systems of different sizes and complexities. We conducted two experiments. The first compares the performance of DCT against one software clustering tool that runs in a multi-objective mode (Heuristic
Design NSGA-II [23]). The second compares the performance of DCT and HD-NSGA-II against two software clustering tools that use a mono-objective strategy (Bunch [20] and Heuristic Design LNS [19]). Although many research studies on software clustering are available in the literature, most of these publications do not provide tools we can use.

We investigate the following questions in our study:

(a) How does the complexity of the systems affect DCT performance?
(b) How does the DCT performance compare to the performance of multi-objective tools (HD-NSGA-II)?
(c) How does the performance of multi-objective tools (DCT and HD-NSGA-II) compare to the performance of mono-objective tools (Bunch and HD LNS)?

The multi-objective algorithm of DCT must explore a solution space of exponential complexity. As such, answering the first research question allows us to understand if DCT could be used to cluster software systems in real settings. Answering the second research question, allows us to understand the performance of DCT in comparison with another NSGA-II implementation. Finally, regarding the last research question, it is still unclear to what extent the use of multi-objective algorithms compromise the performance of publicly available SMC tools. Answering the last research question allows us to better estimate the effect of using a multi-objective algorithm to cluster software systems.

We leveraged three metrics to answer these research questions: TS is the elapsed time in seconds to cluster each studied system; MMC is the Maximum Memory Consumption (in KB) necessary to cluster each studied system; and MQ is a metric for estimating the Modularization Quality of the clusters [2], [25].

We ran Bunch and HD LNS tools with their default settings. On the other hand, HD-NSGA-II was not concluding the process even on small systems. To reduce the number of evaluations, we set the parameters population size and maximum number of generations to $2n$ and $4n$, respectively, where $n$ is the number of vertices on the MDG. The default values of these parameters are 10$p$ and 200$p$, where $p$ is the package count. The definition of package used in HD-NSGA-II corresponds to a package in the Java programming language. Furthermore, we had to write a tool to convert MDGs to the proprietary file format used by HD-NSGA-II. Finally, we ported the HD-NSGA-II and HD-LNS implementations to Java libraries and implemented a command line tool to execute both of them. We hope that this decision could help other researchers to experiment with these tools.

We used the time Linux tool to compute the first two metrics. To calculate the MQ metric we considered the outcomes of the clustering tools (Bunch, Heuristic Design, and DCT). We used a dataset of 17 MDGs in our study. These MDGs come from a convenient sample population of open source systems we used in a previous research work [6]. These systems are from different domains and range from small to medium size systems (in terms of lines of code). Moreover, we set 48h as the maximum execution time. Table I presents some characteristics of these systems.

We executed our experiments using an Intel(R) Xeon(R) E-2124 CPU @ 3.30GHz with 32 GB of RAM, running a Linux Ubuntu distribution (18.04.4 LTS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Modules</th>
<th>Deps.</th>
<th>KLOC</th>
<th>Commits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>React Native Framework</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>1006</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>7842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm distributed realtime system</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>3249</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>7451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bighubertion web conf. system</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>3601</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>13420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minecraft Forge</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>3403</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>5498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAS - Enterprise Single Sign On</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>1718</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>6268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmosphere Event Driven Framework</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>3523</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>5748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Druid analytics data store</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>2648</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>7452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquibase database source control</td>
<td>716</td>
<td>3981</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>5360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kill Bill Billing &amp; Payment Platform</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>5422</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>5361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor Messaging Platform</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>7452</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>8772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ownCloud Android App</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>3389</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibernate Object-Relational Mapping</td>
<td>836</td>
<td>2935</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>7302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jOOQ SQL generator</td>
<td>851</td>
<td>4118</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>5022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LanguageTool Style/Grammar Checker</td>
<td>871</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>19212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazel build system</td>
<td>965</td>
<td>3813</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>7258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2O-3 - Machine Learning Platform</td>
<td>1586</td>
<td>27725</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>19336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitsi communicator</td>
<td>2557</td>
<td>6742</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>12420</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. RESULTS

In this section we highlight the main findings of our empirical study and provide answers to the research questions we introduced in Section IV.

A. How does the complexity of the systems affect the DCT performance?

To answer this research question, we first considered the complexity of the MDGs (in terms of number of modules) as a model of the log of the elapsed time (TS) to compute the clusters. That is, we expressed this model as $\log(TS) \approx \text{Modules}$. Considering the adjusted $R^2$, this model indicates that we can explain 88.87% of the TS variance as an exponential function on the number of modules. This exponential model better explains this variance, in comparison to a quadratic model ($R^2 = 0.73$) and a linear model ($R^2 = 0.38$).

In practice, DCT finds a cluster solution to a small system with 190 modules and 48 KLOC in 00:01:57 (React Native Framework), to a medium size system with 767 modules and 139 KLOC in 00:23:49 (Kill Bill Billing & Payment Platform), and to a large system with 2557 modules and 326 KLOC in 08:30:07 (Jitsi Communicator). That is, although we confirmed the exponential cost necessary for DCT to compute the clusters (as a function on the number of modules), we argue that it can still be used in practice, particularly for small and medium size systems. For larger systems, DCT might find a solution in an interval from hours to a few days (for extra large systems). So, regarding our first question, we found that:

Our empirical assessment suggests that we can predict the time necessary for DCT compute a cluster using an
In the longest scenario in our experiment, DCT found a cluster in 08:30:07 for a system with more than 2500 modules. We argue that this is still a reasonable time for running a SMC reengineering task on a large system using a multi-objective approach.

### B. How does the DCT performance compare to the performance of multi-objective tools (HD-NSGA-II)?

Our goal to answer this question is to understand how DCT compares to another multi-objective SMC tool. Nonetheless, HD-NSGA-II only concluded the execution for seven (out of the 17 projects we consider in our study) within our maximum time threshold (48 hours). Considering only these seven projects, we realized a substantial benefit on the DCT speed-up, ranging from 2.13x to 221x (see Table II).

Regarding the other metrics (MMC and MQ), DCT improved memory consumption up to 2x (minimum gain of 1.8x — see Table III) and slightly decreased the MQ metrics in six out of the seven cases (see Table IV). Specifically, DCT presents a significant reduction on the time necessary to compute the clusters, in comparison to the HD-NSGA-II tool; however, we observed a slight reduction on the quality of the clusters. In the worst case, (Atmosphere project), DCT found a cluster with MQ = 69.64; while HD-NSGA-II found a cluster with MQ = 95.70. Altogether, we answer our second research question as follows:

Our assessment reveals that DCT scales better than HD-NSGA-II, finishing the clusterization process of the Druid tool in 741 seconds (while HD-NSGA-II needed 164 428 seconds). Considering larger projects, HD-NSGA-II did not finish the analysis within our maximum time threshold.

We observed that HD-NSGA-II clusters are slightly better than the clusters produced by DCT.

### C. How does the performance of multi-objective tools (DCT and HD-NSGA-II) compares to the performance of mono-objective tools (BUNCH and HD-LNS)?

The boxplots in Figure 2 show the performance of the tools (DCT, HD-NSGA-II, BUNCH, and HD-LNS), considering execution time (TS), memory consumption (MMC), and modularization quality (MQ). One could observe that multi-objective SMC implementations requires much more time to compute the clusters. In the worst scenario, DCT requires 00:40:48 while BUNCH required 00:00:04, and HD-LNS requires 00:02:57 on the same comparison.

Regarding memory consumption, the BUNCH tool achieved the best performance, with an average memory consumption of ~126MB; while HD-LNS achieved an average consumption of ~546MB. Considering the impact on the MQ metric, Figure 2 shows a (median) decreasing of 44% on the modularization quality of the clusters from multi-objective SMC tools. Differently, the mono-objective tools preserve the average quality of the clusters Altogether, we answer our second research question as follows.

The use of multi-objective SMC implementations brings a negative impact on both performance and modularization quality, in comparison with the multi-objective tools we used in our research. That is, on average, we found a central tendency of (a) increasing in 400x the time necessary to compute the cluster and (b) decreasing in 44% the modularization quality.

Comparing to HD-LNS, BUNCH brings significant improvements in two metrics (on average): time necessary to compute the clusters (up to 20x) and maximum memory consumption (up to 2x).

### VI. Final Remarks

In this paper we presented a new Software Module Clustering tool that address scalability issues. This property is particularly important for running experiments that uses SMC tools as part of its process. In this use case, normally is
required to repeatedly run several instances of the experiment. Accordingly, the tools’ runtime efficiency is critical. We reported an comparison with other multi-objective SMC tool where we shown that our tool speeds up the elapsed time from 2 to 220 times, while using 2 times less memory and with a slightly decrease in MQ (6%). In the future, we will explore additional genetic algorithms, such as, NSGA-III, and pursue further optimizations.
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